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IMOUNTAINI 
I INTO WAVE! 

Jon Stallworthy 

Coming into Cape Town on the 8.5 -

WHITES ONL Y at the front of the train -

my window filled not with a mountain 

but the quaking wall of a wave 

unleashing an avalanche as wide 

as Africa, and moving with the weight 

of history - a wave too great 

for any blond boy on a board to ride. 

APOTHEOSISI 
OF A 

SKI-BOATl 
Douglas Livingstone 

Wire-trussed, the immobile 

bulk of Dolphin Girl, 
forty-five-horse twins 

cocked upon her slab stern, 

is jolted, lumpish in 

air, solidly clenched 

by her steel cradle, 

backed into surf, lowered. 

Suddenly, hair loosened 

she is born: buoyant; 

wiggling quick hips to 

the sea's slap and tickle. 
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WOMEN IN LOVE: 
THE MINOR CHARACTERS 
PHIL JOFFE 

"The problem of discussing Women in Love is that the organisation 
is so rich and close. From the moment the Brangwen girls begin 
their conversation about marriage, the dramatic poem unfolds - or 
builds up — with an astonishing fertility of life.... all significant 
life; not a scene, episode, image or touch but forwards the organised 
development of the themes. " (1) 

Lawrence's fertility in creating minor characters, both human and 
animal, to forward 'the organised development of the themes' — 
Mino, Bismarck, Looloo, and the red mare, all play decided roles in 
revealing the thematic compactness of the 'dramatic poem' — is 
an indication of his artistic skill in presenting only what is significant. 
In Women in Love the presentation of minor characters subtly 
steers the readers' attention back to the major quartet of Birkin, 
Ursula, Gudrun and Gerald, adding to our comprehension of them 
and of the major themes the novel explores. 

Like Macbeth's Porter who is prevented from studying "some of all 
professions that go the primrose way to th'ever-lasting bonfire", 
this essay must be limited to only a few of the numerous minor 
characters who are characterised by the fact that they are all ultim
ately damned. I shall use Minette, Halliday and Loerke to show 
how integral a part they play in the organisation of the whole, and 
mention some of the others only in passing, though the Crich 
family, Palmer, the rat-like, trapped husband-to-be, and the Breadal-
by menagerie led by Hermione, are just as finely blended into the 
metaphorical and thematic whole. 

Women In Love (Dies Irae, Day of Wrath, one of the earlier titles 
makes the point that follows clear) contains Lawrence's apocal
yptic vision of a particular civilisation in the last stages of decay, 
as it fast approaches the end of a millenium. What will replace 
it is unimportant here — "there will be a new embodiment, in a 
new way" (2), and whether it will be Yeats's "rough best, its 
hour come round at last" with "gaze blank and pitiless as the sun", 
slouching its way to Bethlehem to be born, or not, the change is 
inevitable. 
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The two major and opposing symbols of this decay are represented 
by "the long, long African process of purely sensual understanding, 
knowledge in the mystery of dissolution" (p.286), or the Nordic 
white race's "vast abstraction of ice and snow" which will "fulfil a 
mystery of ice-destructive knowledge, snow-abstract annihilation'.' 
The only way out for the individual is to choose "the way 
of freedom", "entry into pure single being" and the "perfect 
union with a woman" (p.64), but the civilisation itself must die. 

Without exception, all the minor characters, together with Gudrun, 
enter one or both of these streams of dissolution, (Gerald and his 
sister Diana prefer to take the leap into death rather than follow the 
others in their slower plunge down the Gadarene slope) and with 
these processes of dissolution in mind, we can turn to the minor 
characters and see how they embody this vision of annihilation. 
As interesting as is the knowledge that Minette, Miss Darrington, or 
Pussum, is drawn from the real-life character of a particular 
Bloomsbury camp-follower, her characterisation in the nover extends 
beyond mere autobiographical recall on the part of Lawrence. 
Minette is carefully created, she is as much a 'living' character as Bir-
kin in the novel, yet her symbolic importance in the pattern is of 
central significance. 
Physically, she is of fair colouring and has short blonde hair (3) 
(also "shiny yellow hair" (p.71), and is described as a "fair-ice 
flower" (p.76). Her fairness and the ice-imagery (she withers Halli-
day with an "ice-cold look") connect her to one pole of the 
destructive imagery of the novel. Gudrun, Hermione, Gerald are 
all blonde and 4cold' in their use of the destructive will in re
lation with others. The colour yellow — masculine as shown in the 
Catkin scene — is associated with the three females in their 
attempts to dominate the men in their lives, and Minette, first seen 
in a jumper of "rich yellow", wields this power over the subject 
Halliday. 

Aspects of the Pussum continually connect her with Gudrun and 
Hermione. She has a "curious walk, stiff and jerking at the loins" 
(p.431) while Hermione moves with a "peculiar fixity of the 
hips, a strange unwilling motion" (p. 16). What appears in muted 
tones becomes major when we move from Minette to Gudrun. 
The latter is described by Birkin as a "born mistress" (p.419) and 
Ursula sees her sister, at one point, as "really like a little type" 
(p.427). Her relationship to the Pussum is made clear in the similarity 
of their attitude towards marriage and childbearing, revealing the 
sterility of their lives. Gudrun thinks "one needs the experience of 
having been married" (p.7 - the verb tense here is important), and the 
pregnant Minette tells Gerald emphatically that she wants nothing to 
do with having a child. 
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Both Minette and Gudrun show similar sadormasochistic traits in 
their relationships with men. Minette, before the more powerful Ger
ald, becomes "profane, slave-like" (p.73), just as Gudrun, meeting 
her superior in Loerke, looks at him "with a certain supplication, al
most slave-like" (p.483). Gerald accuses her of being ready "to 
fall down and kiss the feet of that little insect" (p.511). Finally, 
Minette's promiscuity prefigures Gudrun's ultimate promiscuity with 
Gerald when she rejects him for the frictional thrills that Loerke 
offers. 
Minette is associated very clearly with the reductive-sensual African 
way of dissolution, as well. On her eyes floats a "curious irides
cence, a sort of film of disintegration" (p.71), they are "stagnant 
pools" (p.88), and when Gerald gazes at the carved figure of the 
savage woman, with the small "terrible face, void, peaked, abstracted 
almost into meaninglessness by the weight of sensation beneath", 
he sees "Minette in it" (p.87). 
When she suddenly stabs the hand of the jeering young man we see 
the dangerously uncontrolled and over-spontaneous action of the 
"African-way". There is a certain smell about the skin of Minette 
"that is sickening beyond words" (like Lear's "the sulphurous 
pit, burning, scalding, stench, consumption ...." (IV 6) and her immer
sion in this process of corruption makes her, indeed, "a flower of 
mud" (p.433). 
By the time we reach the point where the narrator himself tells us 
"there was something curiously indecent about her small, longish, 
fair skull, particularly when the ears showed" (p.432), we have seen 
enough of the Pussum not to feel this as unjustified intrusion by 
an omniscient narrator who has placed his hands "on the balance", 
but a confirmation of our responses. 
The passage reminds us, too, of the animal allusions which Lawrence 
uses to contribute to the reader's full awareness of his characters. 
Already told by Gerald that she is "like a cat", we connect our Pus-
sum with Mino's "bit of fluff", that promiscuous cat that needs 
to be brought under control if she is to be saved. But Minette's "ful
fillment lies in her further and further violation", and as she has 
no Birkin, but a Gerald, who glories in the domination of his subject, 
she is damned. 
Our knowledge of Gerald and Birkin is extended when we compare 
their very different attitudes to Minette and her Bohemian milieu. 
Gerald is excited by, and attracted towards this world of sensual dis
integration, whereas Birkin is seen as "abstract", "aloof", "some
how evanescent" in his process of withdrawal from his past which he 
now rejects. 
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It is in this minor character that the two central modes of destruction 
and corruption are brought together. Nordic in colour, African in 
action, she unites both the Northern, icy-willed, and the African, mud
like, sensual processes into one. As Birkin says, "some people are 
pure flowers of dark corruption - lilies" (p. 193), and in Minette, 
black and white are shown ultimately to be the same. Will-enslaved 
like Gerald and drawn in reaction to sheer sensuality, or sensuality-
enslaved like Minette and drawn in reaction to will-domination, 
it is unimportant; both represent related aspects of the psychically 
divided society approaching its end. 
Julius Halliday and his London Bohemia are introduced to us before 
we move to Breadalby, for the two are intimately connected, just 
as Bloomsbury Bohemia was intimately connected with the Garsing-
ton world. Both city and country house partake of the same atmos
phere of nihilism and negation. 
The name of the cafe, Pompadour, reminds the reader of the apoca
lyptic "Apres nous le deluge!" when the approaching French Revo
lution swept away one form of society to replace it with another. 
Similarly, the London Bohemians "live only in the gesture of rejec
tion and negation" (p.65). Gudrun sees it as a "small, slow central 
whirlpool of disintegration and dissolution" (p.429). This is a little 
world on the brink of destruction, "the bubble of pleasure" (p.68), 
which must one day burst. 

It is in Halliday's flat that we are introduced to the African fetishes 
that characterise this world of dissolution. On the walls are "one 
or two new pictures .... in the Futurist manner" (p.82), and here we 
find the pseudo-primitivism, the conscious effort to return to the 
prephallic primitivism of the African carvings. Just as Hermione's de
sire to be 'spontaneous' emanates cerebrally, so does Halliday's for 
this "ecstacy of reduction with Minette" (p.433). The cult of the 
primitive perverts sex into a 'reducing agent', and Halliday is treated 
as a pitiable and pathetic character. 

Gerald, confronted with the emptiness of existence, chooses death; 
Halliday, weaker, prefers death-in-life. In his masochistic subjection 
to Minette he is the 'pure servant' who has the craving to "throw 
himself into the filth" (p. 106) of Minette. Halliday, the "naive", 
"soft", "degenerate-faced" young man is the "perfect baby" (p.74) 
who depends on Minette and luxuriates in the punishment she 
inflicts. He has a "broken beauty" and is like a "Christ in a Pieta", 
the Christ figure without any strength who is a guilty party in 
the victim-murderer relationship treated in parts of the novel. Just as 
Gudrun's struggles against the iron-grip of Gerald's strangling fin
gers are described as "the reciprocal lustful passion in this embrace" 
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(p.531), so Halliday lays himself out as a sacrifice before Minette, 
who is "hard and cold, like a flint knife" (p.89). 
From the minor character we move to the major. Both Gerald and 
Halliday are involved with Minette and Gerald triumphs here, but 
when he is confronted with the stronger-willed Gudrun, he too is 
likened to a "child at the breast", and "an infant crying in the night" 
(p.524). When Gerald moves towards the 'navel of the world' 
after his defeat, he feels the dread of being murdered and when he 
sees the "half-buried crucifix" (p.533) we feel the poetic justice 
of his self-murder by which he escapes his crucifixion in life, being 
drawn between the Minettes and the mines without anything 
positive between the symbols of destruction. 

It is an aspect of Lawrence's skill that Halliday's Arab servant should 
be an example of the primitivism for which the group strives. He is 
"half-savage", fixed and "statically the same" (associating him with 
the fixed expressions on the African masks and carvings, and per
haps even with the fixed position of Egyptian statues), and Birkin, 
as the only one conscious of the corruption of Halliday's world, 
feels a "slight sickness" with the "aristocratic inscrutability of expres
sion" and the "nauseating, bestial stupidity" (p.89). Libidnikov, 
Halliday's Russian companion, is the "human animal" (p.85), the 
libido perverted into the pseudo-primitivism of Bohemia, and it 
is significant that he is seen as a "water-plant" (p.87), a fleur du mal, 
as the group stands around the wooden carving. 
Animal allusions further our comprehension of a character. 
Another device is the use of biblical, historical, classical and non-
classical mythological analogues. When we reach the icy heights 
of the Tyrol and find Loerke, with his "unformed body of a boy", 
looking like "a child", a "gnome", a "troll", we are reminded 
of the Loki of Nordic mythology. One of the legends tells how Loki, 
a dwarf and a malicious spirit of evil, was chained to a rock by the 
Gods, and "will so continue until the Twilight of the Gods, when he 
will break his bonds; the heavens will disappear, the earth be 
swallowed up by the sea, fire shall consume the elements, and even 
Odin, with all his kindred deities, shall perish" (Brewers Diction
ary of Phrase and Fable), 

Loki is also described as a "malicious Merlin", and these two allusions 
blend subtly into the thematic complexity of the novel. Loerke 
heralds the apocalypse that ancient legend and the modern reality of 
the novel both predict. 
Loerke is physically reduced to a dwarf and is shown as the lurking 
"rat" "gnawing at the roots of life", the "wizard rat" (malicious 
Merlin? ) that swims ahead into the sewer of corruption into which 
mankind has slipped. This "mud-child" (p.480) is "a good many 
stages farther" (p.481) in the dissolution than anyone else and there 
is "no going beyond him" (p.480). 
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He is the complete negation of life. Intelligent, an artist, sometimes 
almost attractive in his power to fascinate, he has the secret of 
sub-human "extreme sensation in reduction" that women like Gud
run, bored with the Geralds and their limitations, crave. He is the 
ultimate in the process of reduction we have seen all, except Ursula, 
and Birkin to a lesser degree, have experienced — an "ultimate 
creature" (p.508). Even his hands, those of an artist, are "prehen
sile", like "talons" and "inhuman" (p.476). We think back to 
Sir Joshua (like Loerke, associated with the eighteenth century — see 
page 100), a great lizard, a "saurian", one of a breed or species that, 
because it is fixed and cannot adapt itself to the new, is doomed to 
extinction. 

Loerke is as important as Minette, for he is connected with so many 
of the characters in fine and carefully drawn ways. His nostrils, 
"of a pure bred street Arab" (p.478) recall the mindless sensuality 
of Halliday's servant. Like Minette, he too is contemptuously 
promiscuous, as seen in his treatment of the homosexual Leitner. 
But it is when he is seen in relationship with the major quartet 
that his function as a major foil is most clearly understood. 

Like Birkin, he rejects the commonly accepted concept of love, he 
feels similar distaste for contemporary society (hence his joy in 
the "achieved perfections" of the eighteenth century). He is as articu
late and uprooted as Birkin, and refuses to award Gudrun's 
"feminine lure the traditional masculine responses" (4). But, beyond 
the superficial similarities, the radical differences are enormous. 
Birkin rejects the cynicism and nihilism of Loerke and strives for con
summation and happiness with Ursula, whereas Loerke perverts both 
the natural instincts and the intellectual processes, which Birkin 
attempts to bring into a balanced relationship. 

Loerke is a member of the artistic Bohemia of Europe, just as Gudrun 
has been associated with that of England. Both are sculptors and in 
their shared views on art we see the affinity which is to lead to Gud
run's "insidious and traitorous" rejection of Gerald. She is immed
iately attracted to Loerke's statuette of brute horse and exposed inno
cence — it is done in "green bronze", the colour we most associate 
with Gudrun. Loerke's rejection of life allows him licence for all per
version, and this is summed up in his attitude to art: "it has no 
relation with the everyday world" (p.484) (5), and it is with this 
that Gudrun "rhapsodically" agrees. By rejecting Ursula's "the 
world of art is only the truth about the real world" (p.485) and divor
cing life and art, Loerke is willing to make art serve the mechanical 
nullity of industry, as seen in his chaotic "great granite frieze" (p.476), 
in which humanity is reduced to an orgy of drunken mechanical 
m o t i o n ' (Continued on Page 45) 
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5 POEMS BY 
CHRISTOPHER 
HOPE 

A CRAZED SOOTHSAYER ADDRESSES THE EPHORS 

Time, fathers of the windy 
Cities, to tighten your trusses, 
Straighten topees, apply smiles and allow to harden; 
To leave plinth and pedestal and stand by the voorlaaiers; to think 
Khaki; time, fathers, to 
Allot yourselves a mood. 

The pigeons have crashed, please see 
Your squadrons are better rehearsed; 
Review your many divisions, stifle your pre-war loves, 
Visit the neighbours and declare white Christmas every
where; fetch in the children; 
Allot yourselves a mood. 

For they rise like gorge, hunger 
Hid behind wind-polished and 
Fed faces that conjugate the smile; their dreams piquant 
With vistas. The fox gnaws beneath the shirt. Fathers, 
As you prepare their food, 
Allot yourselves a mood. 
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FOR OLD FRIENDS 

An inscrutable eye is the blind convex shine of the urinal 

In the hair of the guy who fiddles near me: he says, 4Ou pal, 

Just wait till 'seventy-two, ek se, you just wait!' 

Full of beers, shifting from sole to sole, I consider that date. 

Some didn't wait, but one night sailed a dry river 

Hoping to miss the trees; now they won't see it ever. 

Blood and petrol mixing fired the ageing flesh 

To ride smack into the circling fists of time, and mesh. 

A crew out for a giggle, stoned, dead, before they hit sixty, 

Left scrabbling one broken lobster, impossibly red and clumsy. 

What were the 'fifties? They were big irons, big times; 

They gave scars and lacerations to horsey, handsome jawlines; 

Only then was it possible to die, yet not to know that you 

Wouldn't be around when a friend applauded in 'seventy-two. 
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ALL HAIL THE MAHATMA! 

He came to defend the rich, 
Who defends them now? 

Some dun the poor; 
Others, undone for 
Doing well, retreat 
To the Himalayas and meet 
There lonely women 
Who smell of hotel rooms. 

Sweeter than all legal grasses 

Springs the cane in the fields. But voices 

Gray on Grey Street, and faces 

Reflect the complexities of the raj: 

A becoming figure for the age 

In the eyes of those who journey in 

Areas grouped beneath the skin. 

Speak Mohandas, 

We are all your harijans now. 

In another time, another war, 
Bloodstained canvas. Picture it. 
See a small man in brown puttees 
Trundle away the wounded who make 
The gentle, deprecatory gestures 
Of under-water swimmers, 
And the reticent dead (gentlemen finally), 
Home across the khaki veld to bed. 
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In this area, motor cars go 
Swift and sacred still, Mohandas. 
'Elderly European couple seek 
Indian driver of sober habits, 
No chancers.' 

But by a pool at Tongaat 
Herdboys meet, 
Brown as cows, and drop 
Like stones into the water. 

In the fields the cane quivers 
And slides under the wind's palm; 
Hides snakes, mice; grows green, 
Uncooperative and taller, 
Taller than police dogs. 

Christopher Hope 
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AN AFFAIR OF THE HEART 

Hedged with sticks, arm tightly hooped in arm, 
They grope their way along the pavement 
One step away from the after-life; a lately 
Formed, barely cordial, entente. 

His attack happened massively two months ago 
Immediately after a wristy putt; 
The rolling ball shuttled briefly in the cup 
Then he sank to the green and passed out. 

She sat warm and dozy under the dryer when the news came: 
Facing her, formidably reflected in the mirror, 
A properly anxious Mr. Bert paused to listen, 
Delicately fingering a single curler. 

It was on an evening plumpened by chords from nestled guitars 
That she cradled him home from hospital, 
Passed houseboys, sunk in luxury on street corners: 
He was heavy in the knowledge of something fatal. 

Now he is preserved meat, dry and salt, 
Who was always so sleek and martini trim; 
This weight she never knew, could not have borne, 
When once she shifted under him. 

She feels this as they manoeuvre twilight pavements 
In a slow patter of brittle feet. 
Only the houseboys detect the subtle woman's haunch 
That slacks then curdles beneath her skirt. 

Houseboy's music lollops before and after them. 
The click and thrum of it become 
Diagnostic tedium for him; but for the new wife, 
Sound an epithalamium. 
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MR ELIOT : PHOENICIAN 

He sank like a stone: dissolved in green, down 

To where plump girls lean plaisant back and take 

All upon themselves in postures various, profound. 

Thinking there may be profit in nibbling reminders, if, 

Though lost, changed, forgot — however religious, 

No oyster succumbs to such bland artifice. 

And la! The merman cleric is in ruins upon the shore, 

No dust disturbs .... no dust at least.... 

Of his bones are analects made, 

He has suffered a sea feast. 

Christopher Hope 
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death comes to 
SUGAR SUNDAY 

Sunday, and shoals of chrome reflections rise 

troubling a gull's flight with swoops, with shivers 

over the warm tar-swell; sleepy drivers 

wrap their minds in slowly somersaulting 

infinite green cocoons, entered only 

by the saving shrills of children, or a wife's 

phlegmatic elbow. Behind such seekers 

after the unspoilt bay, the perfect wave, 

the velvet sand that mantles whalebones not 

sardine-tins, a breathless low-church Sunday; 

platitudes of a bald ten o'clock sun 

muzzle the roots of lawn-grass, pink roof-tiles 

tick and click closer to noon like prayers, 

electric intercessions on the heads 

of conventical cats clawing empty beds, 

rooms, whole sabbath suburbs. 

At half-past one in the sugar heartland 

a sleeping legavaan snaps up his head, 

and a mile away a cane-rat scurries; 

A manager's wife hears the faint steel wailing 

but thinks it is her heart and doesn't wonder; 

The sky is empty of stray gulls, butterflies, 

everything; the wind tears at the blue hole; 

Wagon trains of cars pull over and wait, 

surrendered to speculating grandmothers; 

Down the green tunnel a pale ambulance races. 

23 
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the Adventurous History of 
Simplicissimus 

NAMELY-
Drawing by Andrew Verster 
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An account of the life of a curious vagabond, of name Melchior 
Stemfels von Fuchshaim: where and in what guise he entered this world, 
what he saw, learnt, experienced and suffered there, and also why he 
abandoned its ways of his own free will. 

An excellent entertainment, bestowing 
much of benefit on its reader. 

Published 

by 

GERMAN SCHLEIFHEIM 

ofSulsfort 

CHAPTER ONE 

Simplicius announces his peasant origins, and ditto education. 
In this our time (which some believe to be the last of all times) a new 
epidemic has made its appearance among the common sort of people. 
Those who suffer from this illness are people who, what with scroung-
ging and swindling, have scraped enough together to afford a set of 
clothes in the ridiculous modern fashion, all ribbons — or who, by 
some stroke of fortune, have otherwise become full-blown and accep
table. And then these persons think straight away of becoming es-
cutcheoned lords and noble personages of ancient family. All this 
while, more often than not, their grandparents have been hawkers, 
porters, and daylabourers; their cousins the drivers of donkeys; their 
brothers beadles and turnkeys; their sisters whores; their mothers 
bawds (if not actual witches) — in short, their entire family-tree, all 
thirty-two branches of it, as Plotted and as covered with dirt as is 
that of the pickpockets' guild in Prague. Indeed, these new aristo
crats are themselves frequently as black as if they had been born and 
raised in the land of Guinea. 

Now, it's not in the least my desire to be classed — myself — among 
these absurd fantasts. And yet — in truth I wasn't without frequent 
thoughts of having maybe a great lord (or at the very least an or
dinary gentleman) for a father — I had by nature such a decided 
leaning towards the gentleman's profession, if only I could have 
afforded it. But to be serious: my origins and upbringing could well 
be compared with those of a nobleman, on the understanding that 
the principal difference won't be looked at too closely. How so? Well, 
my Knan (for that's how fathers are called in the Spessart) had his 
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own palace, just like another; and so fine, that no king could have 
built it with his own hands; and they will perhaps put off the under
taking through all eternity. This palace was painted with loam, 
and roofed - not with sterile slate, cold lead, red copper - but with 
straw that in its summer had been bearer of the rich and noble 
corn. And so that he, my Knan, might make boast of his noble blood 
and his riches, he had the walls round his castle made not, as is so 
often the case with other great men, out of stones — stones! which 
can be picked up anywhere on the road, or dug up out of infertile 
land; still less with bricks, quickly shaped and easily baked; but with 
stakes of oak-wood. Which everybody knows is the wood of a 
noble and useful tree, that bears pork sausages and well-larded hams, 
and takes over a hundred years to reach its maturity. What monarch 
could say as much? 

He had had his halls and chambers blackened with the smoke of 
woodfires. Why? Because this is the most lasting colour in the world -
and moreover such a piece of paintwork takes longer to bring to 
perfection than the most admirable work of art. The tapestries were 
made of the finest web on earth; for she who made them in olden days 
spun in competition with Minerva. There was only one reason for his 
dedication of the windows - (to Saint Nixgolass): he had reckoned 
the age of the flax and hemp from the seed, and had found that such 
windows cost more time and more labour than the best, most trans
parent glass from Murano. 

In short: the instinct of his station was to believe that everything 
which had been achieved through much trouble and hard work was 
most estimable and valuable; and after all what is most valuable 
is also most fitting for the aristocracy. 
Instead of pages, lackeys and grooms my Knan had sheep, goats and 
swine, each neatly attired in his natural livery; and these would 
attend me in the fields till I drove them home. His armoury was well 
stocked with ploughs and mattocks, axes and hoes, spades and dung-
rakes and hayforks, and he exercised himself with these weapons 
daily. For hoeing and rooting were his disciplina militaris, a peace
time training inherited from the Romans, and he trained as an 
officer by inspanning oxen. Shifting dung was his fortification-work — 
and ploughing was his war. But cleaning stables was his gentlemanly 
recreation and gymnastic exercise. 

In such a way he challenged the whole of the earthround, as far as he 
could reach; and every harvest he forced a rich booty out of her. 

All this I've thought best to state at the outset, making no bones about 
it, so that no-one will find reason to ridicule me along with the rest 
of the new nobility. For in truth I don't think myself any better than 
this my Knan, who by the way had his mansion in excellent country, 
namely in the Spessart, where the wolves give each other good night. 
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That I have so far said nothing further about my Knan's name, family 
and origins, occurs for the sake of brevity; the more particularly as 
it's here not a question of making application for a title. All you need 
to know is that I was born in the Spessart. 

You will already have guessed that my education was as aristocratic 
as my Knan's household affairs. And you will not have been deceiv
ing yourself. By my tenth year I had already grasped the fundamentals 
of the gentlemanly exercises mentioned above. And in the intellec
tual part of my studies I was comparable to the famous Amplistides, 
of whom Suidas reports that he was unable to count beyond the 
number five. For my Knan had, perhaps, a spirit too high and magnani
mous for his station, and so followed the normal practice by which 
the better sort trouble themselves little with study, having their em
ployees to deal with the quill-driving and such-like indignities. 

Apart from this I was a first-class musician on the bagpipes, specializ
ing in dirges. 

It was in theology, however, that I had not, for my age, any equal in 
all Christendom. I knew neither God nor man, Heaven nor Hell, 
angel nor devil, and I knew no difference between good and evil. And 
by the means of such theology I lived as our first parents did in 
Paradise, knowing nothing in their innocence of illness and death, still 
less of resurrection. 0 assez honorable vie ("Oh honourable ass's 
life", you may be saying); oh, noble, blessed life which then I led, 
having no cause to trouble myself with the art of medicine! And you 
may take it that my understanding of law, and of all the arts and 
sciences, was of the same complexion. In my ignorance I was so fin
ished and complete that it was impossible for me to know I knew 
nothing. Once more I say — Oh, blessed life that then I led! 

But my Knan would not leave me to such bliss any longer; I must live 
nobly in accordance with my noble birth; and so it came that he be
gan to introduce me to higher things, and to set me harder lessons. 

CHAPTER TWO 

The first rung of the ladder; Simplicius' rise to the station of shepherd. 
He is instructed in his vocation. The lament of a trusty bagpipes. 

He bestowed on me the most lordly of dignities, not merely in his 
personal set-up but in all the world: namely the office of shepherd. 
He placed under my care: first, his sows; second, his goats; and 
finally, his whole herd of sheep. I was to watch them, pasture them, 
and, with the help of my bagpipes, keep the wolf from them. So 
for that period of my life I was a second David, except that he had 
only a harp, and I had a bagpipe. Not a bad start in life - a good 
omen, rather, promising that with time and luck I should one day 
become worldfamous. David wasn't, after all, the only great man 
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who started as a shepherd. 
I dare say my Knan was counting on such precedents — and to this 
hour they've never failed to hold a promise of future glory, to my 
thinking. But let me return to my sheep.... 

Know, that I had as little knowledge of the wolf as I had of my own 
innocence — which fact made my Knan all the more thorough in his 
instructions. He said: "Boay, beh tha keerfoa, an doan tha lave the shipp 
getten to furr froomnoothir, an pleh tha hoard o tha pipis, soatha 
than wooluff na coom dohn misschiefis, foor wha that a's an thata-
moocheran foorkerleggerid reyskull an thiff, an that aytis menfolhlken 
an katull, un soa the behn owt keerluss, eh ahll goa doost tha toonuc 
foora." To which I answered with like cheerfulness: "Heh Knono tha 
moon seh an meh, hoo tha than wooluff lookun? Eh, ahv noon seed 
un nevirr." — "Ah tha gritt moolnoot," was what he said at that, "tha 
sa goa beh an foowull ah tha dehs, a woondir is tahmeh wha sud beh 
coomin a theh; behs ay a gritt boobin, en stull tha doan noah foor woa 
en foorkerleggerid reyskull behn an wooluff." 

And so there I was making music on my bagpipes, drawing a 
tone from them that would have served to poison the frogs in 
the herb-garden — and in this way working up a feeling of safety 
from my enemy the wolf, who was constantly in my thoughts. And 
since my Meuder (as mothers were called in that country) had de
clared frequently that my singing made her tremble for the prolonged 
existence of her chickens, I tried some of that too (so as to streng
then the antidote) — and struck up a song that she herself had taught 
me. 

But I didn't get far with it, for I suddenly found myself surrounded, 
together with my sheep, by a troop of cuirassiers who had been 
lost in the forests till my bucolics had set them on the right path 
again. 

Ha! thought I, these are the ones; these are the four-legged rascals 
and thieves that my Knan was speaking of! For in the beginning 
I saw horse and man as one creature (as the Americans had the Con-
quistadores) and I had no doubt whatsoever but that these were 
waives. My first thought was to drive those terrible centaurs away, 
and somehow make them be gone again. But I had hardly filled 
my bagpipes with air to do this, when one of them took hold of me 
by the shoulder and dumped me so carelessly on to a farmhorse 
they had looted from somewhere, that I fell off on the other side, 
with my bagpipes under me. At this it gave out a melancholy cry, 
as if it had wanted to move the whole world to compassion. All to 
no avail, however, even though it gave its last breath to bewailing 
my ill fortune. I must needs ride a horse for the second time in my 
life, whatever my bagpipes might have to say about the matter — 
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and what hurt most of all was that they all insisted on pretending 
that the bagpipes had made such an abominable outcry because 
I had hurt it in falling. 
And so my nag went off with me, moving at a steady trot like the 
Primum Mobile, till we were in my Knan's yard. The strangest 
fantasies wandered through my mind all this time. I imagined that 
as I was now also seated on one of the unknown animals, I too 
would be transformed into an iron creature like the others. And 
when this didn't happen, I got other strange ideas: I thought to 
myself that these unfamiliar beings must be there for no other reason 
than to help me drive the sheep home, seeing none of them had 
eaten any, and seeing they were all hurrying, with one accord, in 
the direction of my Knan's house — and by the nearest way, what's 
more. 

And so I kept looking round in the hopes of seeing my Knan, and 
wondering when he and my Meuder would be coming out to greet us. 
But no — he and my Meuder had escaped by the back door, taking 
our Ursula — their only daughter — with them. They had decided that 
for these guests they would not be at home. 

CHAPTER THREE 

Simplicius' residence is captured, spoiled and plundered. How the 
soldiers made themselves at home there. 
It had been no part of my intention to bring the peace-loving reader 
into my Knan's house with these horsemen, as what followed there 
was hardly pleasant; yet the nature of my story makes it essential for 
me to leave to posterity some account of the cruel atrocities that 
made a sporadic part of this our German war. And in this way I shall 
be able to demonstrate by my own example how all such ills are 
often apportioned to us by the Almighty for our own good. Who 
would have taught me that there was a God in Heaven, if no soldiers 
had come to destroy my Knan's house, and thereby drive me among 
people who could tell me that which it was essential for me to know? 
A short while ago, I couldn't have known or imagined otherwise 
than that my Knan, my Meuder, and the rest of the household were 
alone on earth. No man, and no human dwelling, was known to me 
beyond those which I knew from daily commerce. But soon now I 
was to hear of the origin of man, and that he must one day leave this 
life. Why, in form I had been a man, by name a Christian child, but 
in all else I had been no better than a beast! But the Almighty took 
pity on my innocence and planned to bring me to a knowledge of 
Him and of myself. And although he could have chosen a thousand 
ways to do this, he was looking, maybe, for a course which would 
also punish my parents for my careless upbringing, and set them up 
as an example and a warning to the world. 

(Continued on Page 41) 
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Guernica and 
Massacre in Korea 
On January 15th 1951, Picasso signed and dated his painting 
"Massacre in Korea", one of several paintings in which he has direct
ly expressed his feelings about war. "Massacre in Korea" is pro
bably the least satisfactory of these war-theme paintings, and 
Picasso's involvement in politics and his attitude to the Korean War 
largely explains why the painting is so arid and eclectic, in con
trast particularly to "Guernica". 
When German forces bombed the small Spanish town of Guernica in 
April 1937, Picasso reacted swiftly and furiously. The first sketches 
for "Guernica" were made three days after the bombing, and the 
huge canvas was planned and completed in a very short time. Picasso 
worked at white heat intensity, both intellectually and emotionally 
totally involved in and committed to what he was doing. Involved not 
only for humanitarian reasons, because he hates war, but because 
the issue concerned Spain, and Picasso has always felt himself passion
ately a Spaniard. "Guernica" is, of course, much more than a docu
mentary and specific record of an incident in the Spanish Civil War; it 
is an indictment of all wars and of the suffering they inflict on inno
cent non-participants. Its stark black, white and grey tonal range, and 
the savage distortion in the drawing creates a frightening and almost 
overpoweringly emotional statement. 

Although "Guernica" arose in response to a particular incident, it 
doesn't stand isolated in Picasso's work. There are earlier paintings 
and drawings which relate to it stylistically, and the theme of horse 
and bull, two protagonists of the bullfight, has occupied Picasso 
since his teens. After "Guernica" was completed, Picasso referred to 
it in several subsequent paintings, using it as a kind of sourcebook 
for future developments. This use of "Guernica" culminates in 
another war painting, "The Charnel House" of 1945. Here again, 
Picasso makes a statement about the futility and horror of war. 

In all Picasso's major works, the working pattern of "Guernica" can 
be seen. Paintings before the big painting will hint at what is to 
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come, although the painting itself steps far beyond these suggestions. 
After the painting is complete, it will be referred to in later paint
ings which develop certain aspects of it. This process can be seen very 
clearly in "The Demoiselles d'Avignon" of 1907, Picasso's prelude 
to Cubism. 

But in "Massacre in Korea", this process doesn't happen. "The 
Massacre" stands isolated, neither implied before not referred to 
afterwards in Picasso's work. In the following year, 1952, Picasso 
painted two large murals for the Temple de la Paix at Vallauris, 
one on the theme of War, the other representing Peace. In neither 
mural is there any reference to "The Massacre", in spite of the 
similarity of theme. 

This seems to be because Picasso felt obligated and intellectually 
bound to commemorate the Korean War. Since the Second World 
War, Picasso had become increasingly involved with the French 
Communist Party, which he had joined in 1944. He was closely 
associated with their attempts to organise international opinion 
against war. In 1949 he painted the famous "Dove" as a symbol of 
peace for the World Peace Congress in Paris. He was used almost 
as a mascot for the cause of world peace. "In Moscow his reputation 
as a great man was used for propoganda purposes — whilst his art 
was dismissed as decadent." (John Berger Success and Failure of 
Picasso, p. 175). 

In November 1950, a few months after the outbreak of the Korean 
War, Picasso made one of his rare journeys outside France to 
attend the Third World Peace Conference, held in Sheffield. The 
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British Government, fearing that the conference was a dangerous 
form of propaganda, refused entry to many of the delegates. 
But Picasso, mainly it seems because an exhibition of his recent 
paintings and ceramics, organised by the Arts Council, was being 
held in London, was given an entry visa. He was shaken by the 
immigration authorities' move, almost as much because they had 
allowed him in as because they had refused his friends' entry. "And 
I... What can I have done that they should allow me through?", he 
asked with anxiety. (Roland Penrose Picasso: His Life and Work, 
p.328.) At the conference, he made a short speech (in French), not 
mentioning politics but explaining how his father had taught him to 
paint doves. He ended, "I stand for life against death; I stand for 
peace against war." (Penrose, p.329.) 

Almost immediately after his return to France, he began "The Massa
cre in Korea". This suggests that he felt that conferences and talking 
were not really adequate ways for him to plead the cause of peace, 
and that he should use the means of expression he was best equipped 
in. 

"Massacre in Korea", far more than his other war paintings, is tied to 
the art of the past and explicitly, to two other statements about 
war. The first is the "Execution of the Defenders of Madrid (the 3rd 
of May 1808)", painted by Goya in 1814. Several of Goya's "Disas
ters of War" Sellings, too, relate both to Goya's own paintings and to 
Picasso's. The second painting is Manet's "Execution of the Emperor 
Maximilian" of 1868, itself based on Goya's painting. Picasso's work 
is closely linked to these paintings in its composition, and in the con
cept of the innocent victim or defender of justice being slaughtered. 
Picasso obviously set out to link his painting to these earlier statements 
about contemporary events, and by doing so, to give his painting a 
significance which, as in the case of "Guernica", far exceeds a specific 
incident or war. This procedure suggests a lack of inspiration. In the 
earlier war paintings, Picasso had not found it necessary to draw on the 
art of the past, but from 1950 onwards, he has begun to do so in
creasingly frequently. 

Picasso painted nude soldiers, wearing helmets, and equipped, not 
with the weapons of modern war, but with strange-looking rifles. The 
soldier in command, with his raised sword, looks more like a soldier 
of ancient Rome than an American G.I. in Korea. This archaising has 
the intention of stressing that war is universal and has endured through
out man's history. But it seems strangely incongruous as a statement 
about a war in which napalm was used for the first time, and in which 
the Chinese accused the United States of carrying on "germ warfare" 
in Korea. Less than two months before it was painted, President Tru
man said that the use of the atomic bomb in Korea had been con
sidered, and at the time of the painting, the Chinese had just launched 

(Continued on Page 40) 
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(Continued from Page 29) 

The first thing that these horsemen did, was to stable their horses; 
after that, each had his own job to do, and not one of these that 
didn't mean waste and destruction. For although some of the men 
started to butcher and roast and boil so that it looked as if a great 
banquet were in preparation, there were others were tearing their 
way through the house from top to bottom. I even saw some of them 
in the privy — you would have thought they expected to find the 
golden fleece of Colchis there. 

Others made great bundles of linen, cloth, clothes, and all kinds of 
household goods, as if they were going to set up a junk market 
somewhere; and what they didn't care to take with them they 
smashed. Some went about sticking their swords into the hay and 
the straw, as if they didn't have sheep and pigs enough to stick 
with them. Some shook the feathers out of the featherbeds and 
filled them with ham and dried meat and anything else that 
came to hand, and I remember thinking: As if that would make 
them better to sleep on! Others smashed the ovens and the windows, 
acting as though they had come to declare eternal summer. They 
hammered down all the copper and tin utensils they could find, and 
packed them, bent and spoilt, with all the rest. Beds, tables, chairs, 
benches — all these they burnt, though they could see very well there 
was plenty of dry wood lying in the yard. In the end all the pots 
and dishes had to be broken too — either because they preferred their 
meat roasted - or just because they didn't intend to stay for more 
than one meal. 

Our maid was taken into the stables and mishandled there to such a 
degree that she couldn't walk to get out again. And after tying up 
the manservant they made him lie down, forced his mouth open with 
a piece of wood, and poured a bucketful of dung and water into him 
— a Swedish bumper they called it. In this way they got him to lead 
a party off, which then returned with more animals and people, among 
them my Knan, my Meuder, and our Ursula. 

That was when they all began screwing out the flints from their pis
tols and screwing in the peasants' thumbs instead, torturing the 
wretches as though there were a witch-burning afoot. Come to that, 
I saw them push a man into an oven and start a fire under him -
even though he had confessed to nothing. They wound a rope round 
another's head and twisted it up with a stick till blood sprang from 
his mouth, nose, and ears. In short, each one of them had his own pet 
invention with which to torture the captured men, and so each cap
tive had his own individual torture. Only my Knan seemed to me 
then to be more fortunate, for he confessed in shouts of laughter 
what others were forced to say in shrieks and groans, and this 
honour was his, no doubt, because he was head of our household. 
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They had seated him in front of a fire, bound him so that he could 
move neither hand nor foot, and rubbed moistened salt on to the 
soles of his feet. Our old goat had then been set to lick the salt off 
again, which tickled so much that he could have burst his lungs 
laughing; all this was so comical, that out of companionship (or 
because 1 knew no better) 1 laughed heartily along with him. In 
such a species of laughter he confessed to what it was he still owed 
them, and unearthed his cache of treasure — which was far richer 
in gold, pearls, and jewels than one would expect a peasant to have 
hidden away. 

I can say nothing about the individual fate of the women, maids and 
daughters who had been captured, because the soldiers wouldn't let 
me watch what they were doing with them. But I know that every now 
and then I heard sudden shrieks from some corner of the house. I 
imagine my Meuder and my Ursula fared no better than the others. 
While all this was going on I remember turning the spit for someone, 
and in the afternoon I helped water the horses. When I came into the 
stables I met our maid, who was so dishevelled that I didn't know 
her. But she called to me and said in a hoarse voice, like that of a sick 
person: ' Oh Boay, Boay, tha mun roon weh - oother than troopus 
ull tek tha withun. Seh tha goas weh fast, tha seys thasel wha baad 
ah'm...." But more than that she was unable to speak. 

CHAPTER FOUR 

How Simplicius showed the underside of his heels - and how he was 
driven about the wood by phosphorescent trees. 
It was after this that I first really began to take stock of my situation, 
and to consider how I could make my escape. And where to? I was 
far too foolish in my ignorance to have known an answer. Yet I suc
ceeded in getting away to the woods toward nightfall; nor did my 
beloved bagpipes desert me in this my extremest misery. But once 
having got so far, where should I go next? Especially as the paths 
of the wood were as unknown and mysterious to me as that road which 
leads across the frozen sea — over behind Nova Zembla as far as China. 
The night was like pitch around me, and I was perfectly safe. But to the 
dark imaginations of my brain no night could be dark enough, and I 
hid myself in the thickest of the undergrowth. There I could hear the 
screams of the tortured peasants mingle with the song of nightingales — 
the birds had been unmoved by any pity for them, had felt no need 
to stop singing out of respect for their misfortune — so I also lay down 
without inner disturbance, and slept. 

But when the morning star began to flicker out in the eastern sky I 
saw my Knan's house in flames, and nobody around to stop the fire. 
I came out in the hope that I might spot someone from the farm, 
but a group of five troopers caught sight of me almost immediately. 
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They started shouting over at me: "Hey! You, boy! Coom 'ere! 
Devill tek me, an if yer don't - I'll shoot the red blazes out o' yer, 
so 'elp us." 
I stopped dead with my mouth open, for I hadn't the faintest idea 
what they had said, or what they were getting at; and while I 
was staring at them like a cat at a new barn-door, and they were kept 
from reaching me by a strip of bog (which no doubt annoyed them 
beyond endurance), one of them let off his musket at me. Terrified 
by the elemental suddenness of the flame that issued from it, and 
the altogether unexpected crack, which the echo made dreadful by 
reiteration, I (who had never heard or seen anything like it) fell to 
the ground instantaneously — I couldn't have moved a muscle for 
fear — and the troopers rode on, leaving me for dead. 

All the same, the whole of that day I hadn't the courage to move from 
my position. But when it was night around me again, I stood up and 
wandered straight into the forest - until I saw a rotten tree phosphor
escing in the distance, and was inspired with a new kind of fear. I 
turned round and set off again - till I was stopped again by another 
glow in the distance - and so I spent the night running backwards 
and forwards from one rotten tree to the next. At last the daylight 
came to assist me, commanding the trees to leave me in peace now 
the day was there. But it didn't really help much: my heart was full 
of dread still, my shanks were full of weariness, my empty stomach 
full of hunger, my mouth full of thirst, my brain full of crazy images, 
and my eyes full of sleep. And I went on in spite of all this, but 
didn't know where I was heading; the further I went, the deeper I 
was entering into the forest, away from all human help. In those 
days I learnt (though without being conscious of the lesson) what 
the consequences of uneducated ignorance were — indeed, had I 
been a dumb animal I'd have known better what to do. Still, I was 
wise enough to creep into a hollow tree-trunk when it grew dark 
again, cradling my bagpipes with care, and determined to encamp 
there till the night was over. 

CHAPTER FIVE 

A short chapter, but so intensely devotional, that Simplicius falls down 
in a swoon. 
I was on the point of sleep, when I heard a strange voice start up — "Oh 
endless, unquenchable love, squandered upon a mankind so ingrate 
and reprobate! Ah my only comfort, my hope, my riches, my God!" 
And so it went on, in terms I could not understand and cannot recall, 
but much the same substance. 

Now this was talk that ought to have had a cheering influence on 
any Christian person who was situated as I was. But — oh my simpli-
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city, my ignorance! — it was all heathen Greek and pedlar's French 
tome: an entirely incomprehensible jargoning that I could find no 
footing in, that bewildered and indeed terrified me through its strange
ness. Nevertheless when I heard further that the speaker was to have 
his thirst quenched and his hunger stilled - well then my own hunger, 
growing by now intolerable, suggested to me that I might present 
myself as a guest. And so I plucked up the courage to leave my hollow 
tree, and to approach that voice I'd been hearing. 

I saw a tall man: long, grey-black hair fell in a tangled mass on his 
shoulders; he had a beard (and a wild one), shaped almost like a 
Swiss cheese; his face was pinched and sallow, and yet not unpleasing. 
His long cloak was patched in a thousand places with all kinds of 
material, all overlaid and overlapping; he had a heavy iron chain 
wound round his neck and torso like Saint William; and to me he 
looked so altogether blood-curdling that I started to shiver like a 
wet spaniel. Worst of all was that he had a crucifix, about six foot 
tall, and this he was holding in his arms, and pressing to his breast. 

This, I thought, must really be the wolf now. And in my terror I snat
ched up my bagpipes, my only treasure, which I had saved from the 
troopers — I blew stoutly, plunged as soon as I could into music, and 
let myself be heard in a mode designed to make a wolf's hair curl. 
In fact the hermit was more than a little put out at first by this sudden 
and barbarous music in a desert place: he was infallibly convinced 
that it was some devilish spirit come to tempt him and disturb his med
itation, as in Saint Anthony's case before him. 

But as soon as he had recovered himself he started mocking me as 'his 
hellish adversary in a hollow tree' (I had retired there swiftly) — in 
fact he had so much self-possession that he came right up to me, the 
better to pour scorn on the enemy of mankind. "Ha!" said he, "and 
a miserable scoundrel you are too, to come disturbing the holy with
out a special charter from the Almighty. Do you think...." I heard no 
more. His approach filled me with such horror and dread that I lost 
the use of my senses and fainted away. (SSm^SS^ 

Note: German Schleifheim von Sulsfort is the anagrammatic nom de 
plume of H.J.Ch. (Hans Jakob Christoffel) von Grimmelshausen. 

Further chapters from Peter Strauss's translation of this 16th Century 
German novel will appear in Bolt. 
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WOMEN IN LOVE: (Continued from Page 8) 
In this, Loerke is Gerald's superior. Gerald has subverted the humanity 
of his miners to serve industry, and becomes a redundant piece of 
fine machinery, a "perfect instrument" (p.470). Loerke has the same 
attitude to man, but is a good many stages ahead in the river of 
corruption, where he is prepared to remain swimming just where it 
falls over into the "bottomless pit" (p.481); Gerald, "The Diver", 
takes the plunge into extinction. 

Gudrun's art is reductive — she does only small pieces — and Loerke 
tells the group he "never did portraits" (p.482) for humanity is 
reduced to mechanism so what possible interest could there be in 
the individual? "Art and Life were to them the Reality and the 
Unreality" (p.504) and primitive art (the pseudo-primitivism of Bo
hemia) becomes their refuge. They also share the "sentimental, 
childish delight in the achieved perfections of the past" (p.509), es
pecially the late 18th century. Their art is regressive, either in its 
reduction of the human, or in its sentimentalising of the past. (This 
recalls the Bloomsbury intellectuals' attitude when they sighed 
for the 18th century in which they felt their remarkable talents 
would have been fully appreciated). 
Loerke's dream of fear "when the world went cold, and snow fell 
everywhere, and only white creatures, Polar bears, white foxes, 
and men like awful white snow-birds, persisted in ice-cruelty" (p.510) 
adds to his apocalyptic role, and when he ominously tells Gudrun 
"your fate and mine, they will run together till —" (p.517), we are 
reminded of the fate of the young art student model who is cast 
aside when she is no longer "of use" to him. Gerald's rejection of the 
slave-like Pussum was inevitable, after he had used her. So too, will 
be Loerke's rejection of Gudrun, later in Dresden when she will be 
left with the nullity of her existence, to confront alone the horror of 
"the mechanical succession of day following day, day following 
day, ad infinitum" (p.522). 

It is fitting that it is Loerke, the symbol of the coming end, who, 
here, "in the navel of the mystic world" (p.461, the navel which no 
longer sustains life) should cry, "Women and love, there is no 
greater tedium" (p.516). Birkin and Ursula, through their stuggles, 
have shown this to be false, and it is Lawrence's artistic integrity 
that permits these few roses of happiness to bloom among the "pure 
flowers of dark corruption" which constitute his frightening vision 
of "the end of the world" (p. 192). 

FOOTNOTES: 

(1) F.R. Leavis, D.H. Lawrence: Novelist (Middlesex: Penguin 
Books, 1964), page 158. 

(2) All page references taken from 1963 Penguin edition of Women 
in Love. 
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(3) It is interesting to note that in the earlier version of the novel, 
in which she is called Pussum, her hair is dark. (See Modern Library 
edition, page 73). 
(4) Robert L. Chamberlain, "Pussum, Minette, and the Afro-
Nordic Symbol in Lawrence's Women in Love" PMLA, LXXVIII 
(1963), 413. 
(5) A reference to the Bloomsbury aesthetics of Roger Fry and 
Give Bell. Their "Significant Form" is in the same tradition. 
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1964. 
Vivas, Eliseo. D.H. Lawrence: The Failure and the Triumph of Art. 

Northwestern Univ. Press, 1960. 
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NATAL COAST 
SETTLERS 

(From an old record: "582 bales of cotton and linseed were salvaged 
and sold by auction on the spot with considerable profit") 

From the first their object was to barter; 
A little land for one with more to offer, 

Knives for mealies, turkey-twill for hide, 
Ivory each hunter's dream-reward. 

They raised no question that they could not answer. 
Climate? Species? A breaking down breakwater? 

They solved with fortitude the vital question; 
Each for himself brought out the best in them. 

The cunning coast where savage foaming miles 
Subsided into necklaces of shells, 

Connived to slip them smiling immigrants 
In regular remittance from its wrecks. 

Those who left the corseting coastaf bush, 
The swooning palms to shun the sea's embrace, 

With helmet/boot and rifle faced the hills 
Of freedom, armed to save themselves. 

Their frontiers were bound by what was timely 
These pioneers who leave us feeling lonely 

While men from whom our searching daylight comes 
Confined themselves to Europe's gaslit rooms. 

Ruth Keech 
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A LETTER ON CENSORSHIP 

The Editors, 
BOLT 

Dear Sirs, 

I sincerely hope that Professor Harvey's thoughtful and refreshingly 
temperate contribution to the heated but all too often unpublished debate 
on local censorship will stimulate further comment by writers and teachers 
of literature in particular. However, since Professor Harvey ventures argu
ments outside his academic field I feel entitled to comment on a few of his 
main points. 

The author bases his general support of censorship mainly on his answer 
to the question of whether or not the majority of people want it. In using 
this line of argument he is suggesting that censorship is justifiable as an 
expression of popular morality and of the democratic process as he under
stands it. If this is the view of the majority of the members of the Board 
then Professor Harvey's role as a teacher of literature while serving on the 
Board must have been very peripheral indeed. Why have literary critics on 
a board of censors if the body does little more than pander to the moral 
reactions of the least critical readers? Professor Harvey would probably 
reply that the presence of literary men results in a softening of standards 
when the production in question represents good art. I would like to know 
if critics who are not members or ex-members of the board consider that 
this ameliorating influence has been at all significant or even detectable in 
more than a few isolated instances. I would doubt it. 

On another issue, I would suggest that the author's view of democracy 
is oversimplified. If democracy in practice was simply the expression of 
the popular will then a British government would not have abolished capital 
punishment, the United States would probably not have civil rights legis
lation or be in Vietnam, and South Africa would not have enforced mother-
tongue instruction for Whites or a Black chief minister in a Bantustan. 
Democracy in action reflects, among other things, the influence of power
ful interest-groups as well as popular feelings. The author makes mention 
of certain clergymen, women's organisations and Mother Grundy but fails 
to recognise that he was being indirectly used by precisely such pressure 
groups. Far more people, women, Afrikaners and children included, fre
quently use that four-letter word without feeling guilty than one could 
ever deduce from the criteria adopted by the Board of Censors. If, on the 
other hand, the Board has set itself the futile task of 'moral rehabilitation', 
Professor Harvey should have said so. 

LAWRENCE SCHLEMMER 
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BOLT is looking for a patron. 

The successful candidate will be a man (or woman) of young, 
combative and fresh spirit, but weathered and wrinkled in 
business cunning, perfidy and accumulations. 

He will be a man with a shrewd eye for the cause worth losing. 

An independent man, who has seen that Bolt will print right 
and left, heavy and light, anything lively. 

He may well be a man with a sound proportion of interests this 
side of the Drakensberg, who doesn 't see why Natal shouldn 't 
have its own minority journal, smaller but with more fire, pace 
and style. 

Candidates should apply to the Editors, Bolt, Department of 
English, University of Natal, and all communications will be 
treated in the strictest confidence. 

We will not enquire too exhaustively into the credentials of 
candidates, but 

NO CHANCERS 
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